Coming from a mixed faith background, no story was as raw
to me as the Judas story. While Guirgis turns it inside out, I
wanted to go further. I cross gender cast certain roles.
Notably, I made Jesus and Satan both women. Somehow
they seemed like they should surprise the audience since
neither is what we suppose them to be—out of decepBon
or of human blindness. This also allowed me to posiBon
Jesus above the proceedings, watching the whole thing but
not interfering, safely hidden in plain site from the audience
unBl the last moments of the play when she has a
monologue which begins “Right now I am in Darﬂeur… I am
in that cave with Osama.”
I embraced Guirgis’s urban aestheBc and staged it in a
subway stop re-purposed as a courtroom, somewhere
between the city and the outer boroughs—the place where
everyone gets stuck waiBng for a train. I enhanced this feel
with by providing incidental music comprised of American
and Israeli hip hop which would underscore monologues
which did not take place in the courtroom; music became
the boundary between the tangible aPerlife and the
metaphysical one.

Director’s Note from Program:
• I am not into didacBc theatre but I believe that theatre is the
best place remaining in our world to work out the tough
quesBons in a public forum. And Stephen Adly Guirgis has
thrown down a slab of meat with this one.
• The Jesus story, regardless of your faith background, is
fascinaBng. All-man and all God, perfect love. And yet within
this story of absolute perfect redempBon sits an imperfect
man, unforgiven and reviled. For centuries Judas has been
portrayed as a quasi-demon, the betrayer of a loving God. He
is also in many ways the eternal “other”-- a symbol of how
“they” have tried to tear down whatever “we” stand for. As
someone raised by parents of both Jewish and ChrisBan
faiths, I’ve always felt that while Jesus carried a cross to save
His followers, Judas provided a reason to condemn and
crucify the rest of the Jewish people in the eyes of history. I
couldn’t see how that was what Jesus intended.
• This is why this play grabbed me. Stephen Adly Guirgis starts
with a quesBon that has gnawed at him since he was a kid: If
God is larger than us, how come He can’t ﬁnd forgiveness for
someone as lost as Judas? This piece doesn’t try to assume to
give us answers. With this play, Guirgis tries to see through
the dogma, the tradiBon, and the accepted readings of the
bible. He puts ﬂesh on these ﬁgures and context behind the
words in ways that would make a parish priest blush and jars
the rest of us out of complacency in order to engage. Guirgis
believes that too oPen it’s only the loud, crazy people who
we hear talking about faith—but the rest of us have a duty to
stand up and add our voices to the discussion.

The two faces of
Satan

